The transition of ollgonucleotide3 from the B to the A conformation has been studied by the use of simple geometric calculations aimed at finding possible hydration sites which could stabilize these conformations. The method involves the classification of equally spaced grid points, surrounding the ollgonucleotide, into groups depending on whether a water molecule, so placed, could form single, multiple or nil contacts to polar oligonucleotide atoms. The occurrence of the multiple, and therefore bridging, sites is more extensive for the 'A' than the 'B' conformation.
INTRODUCTION
Deoxyrlbonuclelc acid (DNA) exists in a number of conformations, the observed structure depending on the ambient conditions. DNAa with random sequences are found only in A, B and C forms, while material with strictly repetitive ollgonucleotide sequences can adopt, in addition, D, E and Z forms. Z-famlly structures have left-handed double helices. Fibre diffraction studies (1, 2) show that transitions between the A and B as well as the C and D forms are a function of both relative humidity and salt concentration. At high relative humidity, DNA adopts the B form, which Is usually considered the biologically important conformer in vivo. If the relative humidity is lowered a transformation takes place to the A and C forms; the latter is an intermediate between B and A.
It has been suggested that the ability of A«=DNA to achieve stability at low humidity may be due to "economy of hydration" in this form relative to the B conformation (3) . In B^DNA there is a wide interphosphate separation of 6.6A.
Each phosphate needs to be Individually hydrated and it is only at relative humidities of 80% or higher that this can be achieved. In A'-DNA, the sugar puckering is confined to the CCi')<-endo form so the Interphosphate separation is short, about 6A. This means that two adjacent phosphate groups could be within hydrogen bonding range of the same water molecule. Bridges could then be envisaged where this water molecule simultaneously solvates both phosphate groups, and the total number of water molecules required to solvate the whole phosphate backbone Is much smaller than would be the case for B-DNA.
Several X«-ray structures are available for hydrated A-and B-type oligonucleotldes which give Insight into the solvation structure, although only fully or partially ordered water molecule positions are determined by crystallographic techniques. An A-DNA octamer («)) la found to be highly solvated, particularly the phosphate-sugar backbone and the functional groups of the bases. The major groove contains a ribbon of water molecules forming closed pentagons with shared edges. These are linked to both 0 and N atoms and to the solvent chains connecting the 01 phosphate oxygens on each 3trand.
The minor groove is extensively hydrated with a continuous network in the central region. An A-type tetramer (5,6) shows much less regular hydration; in particular, the minor groove is sparsely hydrated. This was attributed mainly to "blockage" of the minor groove by neighbouring atoms In the crystal.
A B-DNA dodecamer (7, 8, 9) shows extensive hydration along the phosphate backbone. 65 peaks are associated with the backbone (an average of 3 per phosphate group). 19 others form a first shell of hydration to base edge N and 0 atoms within the major groove. The minor groove displays a zig-zag spine of hydration, believed to be mainly responsible for stabilising the B-form. In percentage terms, fewer water molecules are detected in the B*-form dodecamer than in the A-form octamer. This was mainly attributed to the less ordered nature of the B-form crystal (10), reflected in much higher temperature factors. The temperature factors of the sugar-phosphate backbone of the B-form are especially high, implying either static or dynamic disorder.
A low temperature study showed that in the dodecamer, disorder is mainly of static origin (11).
Saenger (12) has classified DNA hydration in terms of sequence independent and sequence dependent effects. Sequence independent hydration includes chains of water molecules along the base pairs in the major and minor grooves. Bridging of the phosphate groups in A-DNA can also lead to a sequence Independent Grid sampling leads to several neighbouring grid points in contact with a similar number and type of solute atoms. The contact sites are therefore collected into clusters, using a simple cluster analysis program, such that every contact in a given cluster is connected to every other via neighbouring grid points, while no grid point is neighbour to any point in another cluster.
In this way mutually exclusive regions where contact with the solute is possible are generated. The size of these mutually exclusive regions gives a measure of the freedom of a water molecule to find such a position.
Numerical calculations are performed on a VAX 11/750 computer. Graphical displays are produced on an Evans & Sutherland PS*"300, using the FRODO program of Alwyn Jone3.
RESULTS
Initially, the effect of varying the grid size was tested. A comparison between results at 0.1 and 0.8A shows that the greater separation does not lead to any loss of information (Table I ). The total number of contacts with There are far fewer contact sites : the total number calculated is 35J lower than the A-DNA value, see Table II . No multicontacts are found to bridge more than three atoms. Phosphate oxygens form as high a proportion of the single contact sites as they do for B-DNA. Unlike B-DNA, a significant proportion of multi-contacts bridge phosphate groups (about half the A-DNA value). However, bridges between a phosphate oxygen and an ester oxygen from the consecutive group are relatively scarce, unlike both Ab and B±>DNA. All of the The contact sites found for the experimental structures are shown in Table IV .
Again the preponderance of single phosphate contacts and absence of phosphatephosphate bridging contacts Is seen in the grid point analysis of B*^DNA. 20%
of multicontacts are inter-3trand for A^DNA, 15J for B-DNA. A130 shown In Table IV Phosphate group hydration In a P-DNA dodecaner. and 02-05', all of which occur extensively in our results.
We also agree substantially with the bridging sites observed in experimental DNA structures. These have been reviewed by Saenger (12) and by Westhof (13). water-phosphate contacts is much higher for the water positions than for the grid points. The blockage of the minor groove in this structure (<)), caused by adjacent molecules in the unit cell, may be a contributory factor.
In conclusion, it appears that this geometric approach to bridging water molecule sites stabilizing nucleotide conformations is successful in
